
VST Values 

R:  Respect 
Employees, 
Customers, Vendors, 
and Environment 

 
O:  Operational 
Excellence, Quality, 
Delivery, Safety & 
Cost 
 

I:  Innovative Passion, 
Unique, Industry 
Leader, and 
Committed to 
Excellence 

VST Mission 

To design and 
manufacture innovative 
products for retail 
refueling systems that 
are specifically 
engineered to protect 
the environment and 
consumers with safety 
and reliability. 

VST Vision 

VST strives to become the 
most trusted company in 
the global gasoline 
dispensing industry by 
manufacturing 
environmentally 
sustainable products and 
solutions that reduce 
harmful vapor emissions 
to create a future that 
protects the communities 
in which people live and 
work every 
day. 

 

VST Sentry Breakaway 

Matt Stover, Regional Sales Manager { stover@vsthose.com } 

650 Pleasant Valley Dr. * Springboro, OH * 45066 * 937-704-9333 * www.vsthose.com 

When we discuss the different components that make up a hanging hardware set 

many are quick to point out the nozzle, or the hose, that is being used. Nozzles are the 

most handled product when fueling up and hoses must properly transfer fuel while 

being flexible.  

 

Often time the breakaway is an afterthought that doesn’t get enough attention.  

 

At VST, we know that each component is important to the functionality of a station. 

This includes breakaways and their ability to complete its most basic function: sepa-

rate when necessary.   

  

The VST SENTRY Breakaway - with 20+ years of service and reliability around the  

country - is designed for both conventional systems and vac assist systems, using  

innovative technology that helps to do more than just separate when necessary. Its 

special design allows for the reduction in nuisance breaks from high pressure spikes, 

while also offering an easy reattachment process. All these benefits combined allow 

VST to offer the industry’s most cost-effective solution.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Scuff Guard to  

protect  
your station 

Special 
“Fingers” to 

reliably control 
break force 

and pressure 
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There are several features that make this breakaway a cost-effective solution for your 

stations:  

 

1. The lightweight design and black scuff guard on the bottom half for less damage 

to dispensers and vehicles in a drive off.  

 

2. The SENTRY Breakaway can reduce the number of nuisances breaks due to  

specially designed poppets and “fingers” used on the top half of the breakaway.  

• This is especially key at truck stops that have higher pressure spikes and 

have more nuisance breaks compared to general retail locations.   

 

3. Finally, the SENTRY Breakaway reconnection process is one of the easiest in the 

industry.   

• Simply aligning the two pins on the bottom half with the two open slots 

in the “fingers” on the top half will allow you to push together and  

reconnect.   

• It only requires about 10lbs of force and the “SNAP” you hear ensures 

proper reconnection.  

 

… continued next page 
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When you buy the VST Sentry Breakaway you are not just buying a hanging hardware 

component that will act as an extra piece to tie the assembly together. Rather, you 

are buying an investment that will serve to protect your entire station from the  

equipment to your most valuable investment: your customers.  

 

All these features combined create a lower cost of ownership compared to not only 

other reconnectable breakaway in the field, but single-use breakaways that are used. 

One VST SENTRY Breakaway can help keep overall cost steady year over year, vs. a 

competitor’s breakaway that can add cost through nuisance breaks, damage to the 

station from high separation forces, and constant replacement because of drive-offs 

and product issues.  

 

Make the right choice in protecting your station and call your local distributor today to 

inquire about the VST Sentry Reconnectable Breakaway. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


